Session S2: EUV Irradiance and Calibration

Overview:
This session addressed calibration needs and procedures, primarily for AIA-EVE, but also for Solar-B/EIS and XRT. How well do we need to know the relative and absolute calibrations? Where are the main uncertainties? What types of overlapping observations are needed with other missions? How can EVE and AIA observations be coordinated in order to facilitate cross-calibration?

Conclusion:
There was some interesting discussion of some of the subtler points involved in cross-calibration of the various EUV/SXR instruments that will fly in the coming years. The focus of the session was on AIA-EVE cross-calibration; the principal conclusion was that we can begin preparing for this cross-calibration now, using data from TIMED-SEE, EIT, TRACE, and the LASP rocket flight scheduled for Autumn 2006. A working group to coordinate this effort will be set up later this year.

Recap of presentations and discussion:

P. Boerner: Introduction				
[Combined_S2_slides.ppt]
F. Eparvier: Presentation on EVE calibration		
[Combined_S2_slides.ppt]

Discussion:
	There will be a rocket flight in October that will carry a prototype/engineering model of the MEGS instrument

Also, an SEM rocket will be flown on the same day (SEM is similar to EVE-ESP)
Discussion of EVE calibration rockets: 
	the degradation in EVE/SEE sensitivity seems to be consistent with outgassing of a constant source, so it should be possible to interpolate between rocket flights. 
	The magnitude of the EVE degradation is a few % to 10% -- smaller than what is seen on TIMED-SEE.


P. Boerner: Presentation on AIA calibration		
[Combined_S2_slides.ppt]

Discussion: 
	AIA will not have an end-to-end calibration; it is not cost-effective, and probably not very useful (component-level calibration is more accurate)

Contam is the biggest uncertainty in AIA calibration
AIA witness samples can be monitored for changes in multilayer bandpass; however, such changes are unlikely
Relative (channel-to-channel) changes in calibration are most important for AIA science
	20-25% relative calibration is probably critical
	Relative calibration of EVE is extremely good; most of the uncertainty is in the absolute calibration
	By cross-calibration with EVE, we should be able to get the relative calibration uncertainties to ~5%
	Because of MEGS spectral resolution (~1 Å), there is some model dependence in AIA-EVE cross-calibration
	Comparing the variation in EVE-to-AIA scaling during periods of different levels of solar activity (quiet to flaring) will help constrain this model dependence


L. Culhane: Presentation on Solar-B EIS calibration	
[Culhane EIS Monterey Cal.ppt]

Discussion: 
	It will be difficult to take a full-disk spectrum with EIS, and thus direct EIS-EVE cross-calibration will be challenging

However, EIS spectra can be compared with AIA spectra
Similar trial cross-calibrations may be possible with EUNIS rocket data and EIT/TRACE


Ed Deluca: Presentation on Solar-B XRT calibration	
[XRT_Calibration.ppt]

Discussion: 
	XRT can be cross-calibrated with EVE SAM, GOES SXI
	Accurate cross-calibration will be important if XRT and AIA observations are to be used together, e.g. to constrain the coronal DEM




